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Abstract: Insufficient hole injection and current nonuniformity caused by the nature of the
p-AlGaN hole injection layer (HIL) are two issues impeding the advances in the optical and
electrical properties of AlGaN-based deep ultraviolet light-emitting diodes (DUV LEDs). To
simultaneously improve the hole injection efficiency and current uniformity, an Al-linearly-
decreasing AlGaN PN junction (ALD AlGaN PN junction) is proposed to replace the conventional
p-AlGaN HIL with a constant Al component. The barrier height for holes at the interface between
the p-type electron blocking layer (p-EBL) and HIL as well as the hole concentration and
resistance in the p-AlGaN HIL can be modulated at the same time by the proposed ALD AlGaN
PN junction. As a result, the hole injection efficiency is enhanced due to the reduced barrier
height at the p-EBL/HIL interface and the polarization-induced three-dimensional hole gas
(3DHG) induced in the proposed ALD AlGaN PN junction HIL. In addition, the lateral current
uniformity is improved by the properly regulated resistance in the p-AlGaN HIL, which can be
ascribed to the additional barrier for holes in the valence band because of the incorporated ALD
AlGaN PN junction. The proposed DUV LED with ALD AlGaN PN junction exhibits enhanced
EQE by a factor of 39.2% at 100 A/cm2 and simultaneously improved current uniformity in the
active region. This designed ALD AlGaN PN junction structure provides a promising strategy
for achieving high-performance DUV LEDs.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Mercury-based lamps have been the mainstream deep ultraviolet (DUV) light sources for decades,
whereas their bulky volume, long warm-up time, low reliability, and hazards to the environment
and humans limit their further and long-term applications. In contrast, the tunable direct
bandgap enables AlGaN ternary alloy to be suitable for the fabrication of deep ultraviolet
light-emitting diodes (DUV LEDs). AlGaN-based DUV LEDs exhibit small form factors, low
power loss, long lifetime, and environmental friendliness, which makes them the most promising
light sources in the fields of water/air sterilization and purification, phototherapy, UV curing,
biomedical testing, UV communication, and excitonic engineering applications [1–6]. However,
the commercialization process of AlGaN-based DUV LEDs is restricted by their unsatisfactory
external quantum efficiency (EQE). Despite of the recent progress made towards enhanced EQE
of DUV LEDs [7–9], there is still room for further improvement of the device performance.
Specifically, the light extraction efficiency (LEE) of DUV LEDs is typically below 10% [1,10,11],
which requires comprehensive design strategies of the substrates and p-contact layers [12–14]. In
the meantime, extensive research has been devoted to the enhancement of the internal quantum
efficiency (IQE) from the aspect of structural optimization and energy band engineering [15]. A
p-type electron blocking layer (p-EBL) is commonly introduced between the multiple quantum
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wells (MQWs) active region and the p-AlGaN hole injection layer (HIL) to suppress the electron
overflow from the active region. Nevertheless, the polarization-induced positive sheet charges at
the interface between the last quantum barrier (LQB) and p-EBL can block the hole transportation
from p-EBL into the active region, limiting the hole injection efficiency of AlGaN-based DUV
LEDs [16,17]. Aimed at addressing the aforementioned issue of hole blocking effect at the
LQB/p-EBL interface, diversified approaches have been proposed to modify the epitaxial structure
of LQB and p-EBL [18–21]. In addition, AlN layer [17], AlGaN/AlGaN superlattice [22], and
Al-composition-increasing AlGaN layer [23] inserted between the LQB and p-EBL have been
reported to modulate the polarization condition at the LQB/p-EBL interface and promote the hole
injection efficiency. Except for the hole blocking effect due to the positive sheet charges generated
by polarization, the barrier height for holes at the p-EBL/HIL interface, which can be attributed
to the valence band discontinuity, is another essential factor that restricts the hole injection from
p-type region into the MQWs region [2]. In addition, the large ionization energy of Mg leads to
low acceptor ionization rate and consequent poor electrical conductivity in Al-rich p-AlGaN HIL
of DUV LEDs [24–26], which is unfavourable for the hole injection and lateral current uniformity
[27]. Moreover, the issue of current nonuniformity gives rise to inhomogeneous luminescence
and local Joule heating effect, thus bringing about increased junction temperature, local hot-spots
at the p-contact edge and degraded device reliability [28]. Various schemes have been proposed
to promote the hole injection efficiency and enhance the luminous efficiency of DUV LEDs
[7,29–32]. Recently, Che et al. proposed to replace the conventional p-AlGaN HIL with AlGaN
PNP junctions to improve the lateral current uniformity [33,34]. However, structural design of
HIL from the aspect of the polarization doping schemes accompanying current uniformity of
DUV LEDs remains to be explored.

In this study, we incorporate an Al-linearly-decreasing AlGaN PN junction (ALD AlGaN PN
junction) HIL structure in AlGaN-based DUV LEDs with an attempt to address the issues of
hole injection and current nonuniformity simultaneously. On the one hand, the hole injection
is enhanced via polarization-induced three-dimensional hole gas (3DHG) and reduced barrier
height for holes at the p-EBL/HIL interface for the proposed DUV LED with ALD AlGaN PN
junction. On the other hand, the current uniformity is improved due to the slightly increased
resistance of the HIL and the extra potential barrier for holes in the valence band generated by
the n-type region of the ALD AlGaN PN junction. Therefore, the proposed DUV LED exhibits
enhanced EQE by a factor of 39.2% at 100 A/cm2 by introducing an ALD AlGaN PN junction
to replace the conventional p-AlGaN HIL. This structure provides an alternative approach to
achieving DUV LEDs with improved luminous efficiency and current uniformity.

2. Device structure and parameters

As displayed in Fig. 1(a), the reference epitaxial structure (denoted as Device A) used for this
study is based on the AlGaN-based DUV LED reported by Zhang et al. [35], which consists of a
4 µm-thick n-Al0.6Ga0.4N, followed by multiple quantum wells (MQWs) active region with five
pairs of Al0.45Ga0.55N quantum well /Al0.57Ga0.43N quantum barrier (3 nm/10 nm), a 10 nm-thick
p-Al0.6Ga0.4N EBL, a 50 nm-thick p-Al0.4Ga0.6N HIL, a 50 nm-thick p-GaN, and a 20 nm-thick
p + -GaN from bottom to top. A 200 nm-thick indium tin oxide (ITO) is utilized as the current
spreading layer on the top of the p-type region. In order to probe the effects of different modified
schemes for HIL structure on the performance of DUV LEDs, the conventional p-Al0.4Ga0.6N HIL
of Device A is replaced with the 50 nm-thick p-Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N, p-Al0.4Ga0.6N/n-Al0.4Ga0.6N
(25 nm/25 nm) PN junction and Al-linearly-decreasing p-Al0.5∼0.4Ga0.5∼0.6N/n-Al0.4∼0.3Ga0.6∼0.7N
(25 nm/25 nm) PN junction for the proposed Device B, C and D respectively. The mesa sizes
of all the studied DUV LEDs are set as 350 µm× 350 µm. The schematic energy band diagram
of Device D is presented in Fig. 1(b). It can be observed that 3DHG together with an extra
mini barrier for holes are introduced in the valence band of the HIL by the ALD AlGaN PN
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketched structure of the investigated AlGaN-based DUV LEDs and (b) estimated
energy band diagram of the distinct region marked by the green box for Device D, in which
the doping concentration of n-Al0.6Ga0.4N is 8×1018 cm−3, and the p-type layers possess
effective hole concentrations of ∼1×1017 cm−3. The conventional p-Al0.4Ga0.6N HIL
of Device A is replaced with the p-Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N, Al0.4Ga0.6N PN junction and
Al-linearly-decreasing Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N PN junction for Device B, C, and D, respectively.

junction, whose impact on the performance of the AlGaN-based DUV LEDs will be analyzed in
the following section in more detail.

The numerical simulation procedure was carried out by means of the Advanced Physical Models
of Semiconductor Devices (APSYS) software, in which the Poisson’s equation, Schrödinger
equation, current continuity equation, and drift-diffusion equation are self-consistently solved to
calculate related optical and electrical properties of the investigated DUV LEDs [36,37]. During
the simulation process, the band offset ratio was set as 50:50 for AlGaN/AlGaN heterojunctions
to characterize and compare the energy band diagrams of the investigated DUV LEDs [38].
Besides, the Auger recombination coefficient, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination lifetime,
and light extraction efficiency used in the numerical simulation were set to be 1.7× 10−30 cm6/s
[39,40], 14 ns [39], and 6% [1,10,35,41,42] respectively, which is determined by fitting the
calculated EQE and optical power to the on-wafer measured results of Device A [35], as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in AlGaN layers is calculated according
to the approach reported by Fiorentini et al. in this simulation study [43].

3. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the calculated EQE and optical power of Device A agree well with
the measured results, indicating the effectiveness of the parameters utilized in the simulation.
Figure 2(b) and (c) present the calculated EQE and optical power of all the studied devices
separately. Compared with Device A, Device B with p-Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N HIL exhibits obvi-
ously enhanced EQE and optical power. In contrast, minor enhancement in EQE and optical
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power is observed for Device C with Al0.4Ga0.6N PN junction HIL. After incorporating the
Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N PN junction HIL in Device D, further enhanced EQE and optical power are
obtained in comparison with Device B, exhibiting the best overall performance among all the
proposed devices. Figure 2(d) presents the calculated emission curves of Device A, B, C, and D.
It can be observed that the four DUV LEDs all peak at the same wavelength of 293 nm.

Figure 3(a) displays the horizontal hole concentration in the third quantum well of the reference
DUV LED and the three proposed DUV LEDs which are denoted as Series I with a p-contact
width of 100 µm. The inset shows the integrated horizontal hole concentration of the LEDs for
comparison. It can be observed that Device B exhibits significantly enhanced hole concentration
compared with Device A, while the hole distribution is less uniform. As for Device C, although
the uniformity of the hole concentration is improved, less enhancement in the hole concentration
is obtained. In contrast, the hole concentration in the active region is boosted with simultaneously
improved current uniformity for Device D, via introducing the proposed ALD AlGaN PN junction
structure.

To verify the effectiveness of the ALD AlGaN PN junction HIL in improving the current
uniformity, we simulated three additional series of DUV LEDs with increased p-contact widths
of 150 µm, 200 µm, and 250 µm (Series II, Series III, and Series IV), respectively. The horizontal
hole concentration distribution of the three series of DUV LEDs above is presented in Fig. 3(b),
(c), and (d), respectively. Since Device D and Device B both feature significantly enhanced hole
concentration in the active region, we further explored the impact of the p-contact width on the
current uniformity based on the two types of devices. It can be observed that with increased
p-contact width, Device D2, D3, and D4 still exhibit improved current uniformity compared with

    

Fig. 2. (a) Calculated and on-wafer measured EQE and optical power as a function of
the injection current density of Device A. Calculated (b) EQE, (c) optical power, and (d)
normalized emission curves at 100 A/cm2 for all the studied devices.
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Fig. 3. Horizontal hole concentration in the third quantum well along the horizontal cutline
of (a) Series I, (b) Series II, (c) Series III, and (d) Series IV of DUV LEDs at the injection
current density of 100 A/cm2. Note that the p-contact widths for Series I, II, III, and IV
are 100 µm, 150 µm, 200 µm, and 250 µm, respectively. Figure 3(a1) shows the integrated
horizontal hole concentration (con. for short) of the LEDs for comparison.

Device B2, B3, and B4, confirming the advantage of the proposed ALD AlGaN PN junction HIL
structure in mitigating the current spikes at the p-contact edge and promoting the luminescence
uniformity as well as the device reliability.

In order to elaborate the underlying mechanism behind the different effects of the proposed HIL
structures on the optical and electrical characteristics of DUV LEDs, we presented the schematic
illustration of polarization-induced 3DHG in Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N and simplified equivalent
circuits, as well as I-V curves and hole concentration in the HILs of all the studied devices. It has
been demonstrated that 3DHG can be generated by linearly decreasing the Al composition along
the direction of [0001] [44]. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), the total polarizations in the unit cells
of Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N are denoted as charge dipoles which exhibit a linear variation across the
graded layer as the Al composition decreases along the [0001] direction. Besides, due to the
higher polarization in AlGaN than that in GaN, net negative unbalanced polarization-induced
charges are generated, resulting in mobile 3DHG that is determined by ρπ = ∇·P, in which ∇· and
P denote divergence operator and total polarization in AlxGa1−xN severally. Figure 4(b) presents
the hole concentration in the HILs of all the studied devices at the injection current density
of 100 A/cm2. It can be observed that the p-Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N HIL of Device B possesses
higher average hole concentration compared to the p-Al0.4Ga0.6N HIL of Device A due to the
existence of the polarization-induced 3DHG. On the contrary, the average hole concentration
in the Al0.4Ga0.6N PN junction HIL of Device C is lower than that of Device A, which can be
ascribed to the hole depletion effect of the n-type part of Al0.4Ga0.6N PN junction. In contrast
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with Device C, in spite of the hole depletion induced by the n-type part of Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N PN
junction, the hole concentration in the HIL of Device D is enhanced, indicating the availability of
the 3DHG via the proposed Al-decreasing scheme.
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic illustration of polarization-induced 3DHG in the graded
Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N layer. (b) Hole concentration in the HIL structure at the injection
current density of 100 A/cm2, (c) simplified equivalent circuit, and (d) I-V characteristics of
all investigated DUV LEDs.

To figure out the reasons for the improved current uniformity for Device C and Device D, we
further simplified the equivalent circuits for all the studied devices as shown in Fig. 4(c), in which
the total current is divided into the vertical part (I1) and the lateral part (I2), both flowing from
point M to point N. The voltage drop between M and N can be expressed as [28,34]:

UMN = I1(RCL−V + Rp−GaN + Rx + R0 + RN−V + RN−L) (1)

UMN = I2(RCL−L + RCL−V + Rp−GaN + Rx + R0 + RN−V ) (2)

where RCL−L, RCL−V , Rp−GaN , Rx, RN−L, and RN−V represent the horizontal resistance of the
current spreading layer (CSL), vertical resistance of CSL, resistance of p-GaN layer, resistance of
HIL, horizontal resistance of n-Al0.6Ga0.4N, and vertical resistance of n-Al0.6Ga0.4N, respectively;
R0 is the sum of the resistances of p-EBL and active region. Note that the resistance of the
p + -GaN contact layer can be neglected due to its high doping concentration and thin thickness.
By solving Eqs. (1) and (2), the ratio of I1 to I2 can be expressed as:

I1
I2
= 1 +

RCL−L − RN−L

RCL−V + Rp−GaN + Rx + R0 + RN−V + RN−L
(3)
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Therefore, the ratio of I1/I2 can be tuned by modulating the resistance of the HIL (Rx). To
probe the effects of the proposed structures on the I-V characteristics, we plotted the I-V curves
of all studied DUV LEDs, as shown in Fig. 4(d). It can be observed that the dynamic resistance
of Device B is reduced via utilizing the p-Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N HIL, while increased dynamic
resistances are obtained for Device C and Device D owing to the introduction of n-type AlGaN
layer in HIL. Besides, RCL−L is larger than RN−V due to the fact that the CSL is much thinner than
n-Al0.6Ga0.4N electron injection layer. Hence, I1/I2 is increased for Device B yet decreased for
Device C and Device D, indicating that a larger amount of current is spread along the horizontal
direction in Device C and D.

We presented the energy band diagrams and corresponding electric field of the four DUV
LEDs in Fig. 5(a), (b), (c), and (d) to further illustrate the underlying mechanism behind the
different effects of the proposed HIL structures on the hole injection and current uniformity of
DUV LEDs. Apart from the 3DHG induced by the linear change in polarization, the increased
initial Al composition of HIL at the p-EBL/HIL interface for Device B contributes to obviously
reduced band discontinuity and barrier height of 116.3 meV for holes compared with Device A,
further facilitating holes to be injected from HIL into the active region. As shown in Fig. 5(c), in
spite of the hole depletion induced by the ionized donors of n-Al0.4Ga0.6N layer in HIL, Device C
exhibits larger negative electric field in HIL, which is beneficial to hole transportation, resulting
in enhanced hole concentration and luminous efficiency in the active region compared with
Device A [22,45]. In contrast, Device D not only exhibits reduced barrier height for holes at the
p-EBL/HIL interface but also possesses polarization-induced 3DHG and larger negative electric
field in HIL compared with Device A, thus obtaining the highest hole concentration in the active

� �

� �

Fig. 5. Calculated energy band diagram and electric field of (a) Device A, (b) Device B, (c)
Device C, and (d) Device D at 20 A/cm2.
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Fig. 6. (a) Hole concentration and (b) radiative (rad. for short) recombination rates in the
active region along the vertical cutline of all the studied devices at 100 A/cm2. (c) Horizontal
radiative recombination rates, and (d) integrated horizontal radiative recombination rates in
the third quantum well along the horizontal cutline of Device A, B, C, and D at 100 A/cm2.
To make a clear comparison, the horizontal positions of the hole concentration curves and
radiative recombination rates curves in Fig. 6(a) and (b) are shifted rightwards by 1 nm, 3
nm, and 5 nm for Device B, C, and D, respectively.

region. Furthermore, an extra potential barrier in the valence band of HIL is generated in Device
C and Device D due to the introduction of n-type AlGaN layer, which pushes more holes to
transport along the horizontal direction instead of vertical direction [33] and partly accounts for
the increased resistance of HIL. Therefore, the ratio of the lateral current is enhanced, mitigating
the current nonuniformity for Device C and Device D.

To demonstrate the influence of the proposed design strategies of HIL structures on the
optical property of AlGaN-based DUV LEDs, we extracted the hole concentration and radiative
recombination rates in the active region along the vertical cutline of all the studied devices, as
shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The quantum wells exhibit good hole confinement thanks to the
sufficient Al-alloy difference of 12% between QB and QW, which is in line with the results from
Ref. [46]. Both Device B and Device D exhibit significantly enhanced hole concentration and
radiative recombination rates compared with the reference DUV LED. On the contrary, lower hole
concentration and radiative recombination rates can be observed in Device C with an Al0.4Ga0.6N
PN junction HIL. Figure 6(c) shows the horizontal radiative recombination rates along the
horizontal cutline. For a more explicit comparison, we calculated the integrated horizontal
radiative recombination rates, as presented in Fig. 6(d). Due to the polarization-induced 3DHG
and decreased barrier height for holes at the p-EBL/HIL interface, enhanced hole concentration
and consequent boosted radiative recombination rates are achieved for Device B, while the
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recombination rates are less uniform due to the severe current nonuniformity. Although simply
incorporating n-type layer in HIL for Device C can improve the lateral uniformity of the hole
concentration and radiative recombination rates, the integrated hole concentration and radiative
recombination rates in the active region are inferior to those of Device B, as shown in Fig. 3(a1)
and Fig. 6(d). With an Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N PN junction implemented as HIL for Device D, the
highest overall horizontal hole concentration and radiative recombination rates, together with
improved current uniformity in the active region among all the DUV LEDs are achieved thanks to
the polarization-induced 3DHG, obviously decreased barrier height for holes at the p-EBL/HIL
interface, and simultaneously regulated resistance of HIL.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we propose and compare three structural design strategies for the hole injection
layer of AlGaN-based DUV LEDs. The proposed DUV LED with an Al-linearly-decreasing
Al0.5∼0.3Ga0.5∼0.7N PN junction HIL structure exhibits enhanced hole injection efficiency and
simultaneously improved current uniformity, which results in enhanced EQE and optical power as
well as mitigated hot-spot at the p-contact edge. However, the graded PN junction HIL structure
leads to a minor degradation in the I-V characteristics due to the extra barrier introduced in the
valence band of HIL. We believe that the proposed Al-linearly-decreasing AlGaN PN junction
structure can expand the potential of AlGaN-based DUV LEDs in various applications, including
sterilization and purification, medical treatment, biomedical testing, and UV communication.
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